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$0. IKTRODUCTION 
THIS paper is a continuation of [l] and [2]. The notion of a stable G-extension of a discrete 
dynamical system was introduced in [l] (it is modified in this paper) and using this notion 
we were able to lift certain dynamical properties, such as minimality, unique ergodicity 
and ergodicity, from a base system to a total system. In particular, we were able to char- 
acterise all minimal (uniquely ergodic) affine transformations of a certain three dimensional 
nilmanifold. In [2] the problem of characterising all ergodic minimal and uniquely ergodic 
affine transformations of nilmanifolds was completely solved. The purpose of this paper is to 
spectrally analyse minimal (uniquely ergodic) affine transformations of nilmanifolds (these 
are the ergodic affines whose automorphism parts are unipotcnt, or a!ternatively, the ergodic 
distal afhnes) and to show that the unitary operator induced by such transformations on 
Hilbert space have, in the orthocomplement of the space spanned by eigenfunctions, 
countable Lebesgue spectrum, if this orthocomplement is non-trivial, i.e. if the afline 
transformation is not a translation of a torus (Theorem 3). This result is analogous to a 
theorem due to Leon Green [3] concernin g flows on nilmanifolds. Actually, by the same 
technique used in the proof of Theorem 3, we are able to prove Green’s theorem as well 
(Theorem 4). 
Both theorems referred to above are proved with the aid of two abstract theorems, one 
for a discrete dynamical system and one for a Row, which show that a G-stable extension 
has countable Lebesgue spectrum in the orthocomplement of functions which are constant 
on G-orbits, when G is connected (Theorems 1 and 2). 
Perhaps it is worth stressing that we use nothing deeper than representations of compact 
abelian groups in our proofs and we are able thereby to dispense with the usual machinery of 
Lie algebras and direct integral representations (cf. [3]). I would like to thank D. B. A. 
Epstein for many helpful conversations concerning nilmanifolds. 
Throughout, X will denote a compact metric G-space where G is a compact abelian 
group acting freely on X. S will denote a homeomorphism of X such that S(gx) = o(g)Sx 
for some automorphism G of G. Let mG denote a normalised Bore1 measure defined on the 
Bore1 subsets of X, = X/G which is preserved by the homeomorphism S, induced by S on 
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X, . Then 171 will denote the normalised Bore1 measure (preserved by S) defined on Bore1 
subsets of X by: 
(The inner integral yields a function which is constant on G orbits, which can therefore be 
regarded as a function defined on X, . dg denotes Haar measure on G.) 
S is called a G-extension of S, of type C. If G = I \ve will say that S is a G rip. The 
extension S is said to be G-stable if for all g E G there exists a G-map Tg such that Tg S = gST, . 
Us will denote the unitary operator on L’(X) defined by (c’sf)(.~) =f(Sx). 
A continuous flow S, (- cc < t < a) of G maps is said to be G stable if for every one- 
parameter subgroup {gl} of G there exists a G-map T (depending only on the subgroup 
{gJ) such that TS, = gt S, T. 
As before a flow S, of G-maps is called a G-extension of tllejow (S,), induced by S, on 
X U, will denote the one-parameter group of unitary operators on L’(X) defined by 
cu”,n (4 =f(S,4 
If H is a closed subgroup of G such that oH = H then S,, is a G/H extension of S, of 
type Go,, where ~~ is the automorphism of G/H induced by g. If S, is a (G/H)-stable 
extension of S, we will say that S is G stable mod H. If S is G stable then S is G stable mod H 
A similar terminology will apply to flows S, . 
Let U be a unitary operator on Hilbert space .%‘. x E.% is said to have type 1~ if the 
measure .3 given by the spectral theorem, 
(U”x, x) = - ;Y dX 
! 
(K= {z: IzI = 1) 
K 
is equivalent to (has the same null sets as) p, (2 - AL). If L is a subgroup of K we shall say 
that a measure /t is L symmetric if /lg - p for all g E Lwhere /l,(E) = p(gE). /l is K symmetric 
if and only if p is equivalent to Lebesgue measure. 
There exists a measure /1 on K such that every type corresponding to elements of &’ is 
absolutely continuous with respect to ~1 and every measure absolutely continuous with respect 
to p is the spectral measure of some element of 2 [4]. p and every measure equivalent to 
,u, is called the maximal spectral type of U. If U is the direct sum of countably many 
unitary operators each with maximal spectral type Leb_s,u * 0 e measure, then U is said 
to have countable Lebesgue spectrum. All such operators are unitarily equivalent. 
Using the spectral theorem for a one-parameter group of unitary operators U,, 
(U,x, x> = 
J 
* ei%t dz 
R 
(where R denotes the real line) we say that x E .Y has type 2. Again a measure p defined on 
the Bore1 subsets of R is called L symmetric (when L is a subgroup of R) if p’9 - p for all 
g E L. If AL is R symmetric then p is equivalent to Lebesgue measure. The definition of count- 
able Lebesgue spectrum and maximal spectral type for {U,} is obvious. 
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THEOREM 1. If S is a G extension of type G such that S” is G-stable mod kernel ;j for each 
7 E G with yGn = 7, where G is connected, in particular if S is G-stable, then S has countable 
Lebesgrre spectrum in the orthocomplement of the space of functions rchich are constant on 
G orbits. 
Proof. Since G is non-trivial, connected and metric, e is countably infinite. If there 
exists ?I E e such that yl# # yl for all n # 0 then there are infinitely many such orbits, 
(cf.[S]) and as shown in Corollary 1 each f E vY, has Lebesgue type. It will then suffice to 
show that any function f E V, for ! # -y E e, has a spectral measure absolutely continuous 
with respect to Lebesgue measure. On the other hand if every character ^/ is periodic 
(yo” = ‘/ for some n # 0 depending on 7) then rhere must be infinitely many such finite 
orbits and again it will suffice to show that f E V, for 1 # 7 E (I? has spectral measure of 
the same type as Lebesgue measure. Let 1 # y E c and let f E V,. 
If ya” f :J for n # 0 thenf has Lebesgue type. If ~a” = ‘/ then with respect to Us,, f has 
Lebesgue spectral measure (by Corollary 2) from which it follows that V, has Lebesgue 
spectral type. 
THEOREM 2. If S, is a G-stable flow of G maps (irz fact IY S, is G-stable mod kernel y 
for each y E G) where G is cotwected then S, has couztable Lebesgrle spectrum in the ortho- 
complement of the space offlimctions constant on G-orbits. 
Proof. This is essentially the same proof as that of Theorem 1. Choose a non-trivia! 
one-parameter subgroup {go of G then there exists a G-map T such that TS, = g1 S, T for 
tE R. Iff‘s P’,, Y # l,thenf(TS,) = y(g,)f(S,T)and <UIUc/rL U,f> = ~*(gXU,f,f) = 
y(gJ( UT U, f, U, f), i.e.i, e’“’ dj(T) = Jh y(gJ e”’ d?for all t E R. It is well known, and not 
difficult to prove, that {gf} can be chosen so that it is not conlained in the kernel of 7. 
Let r(gJ = e’“‘, x # 0, then we see that the maximal spectral type ,U of U, 1 V, satisfies 
pz - Al. By replaclng gr by gpt we see that /lpz N ,U for all /? E R and hence p is equivalent to 
Lebesgue measure. For each non-trivial y belongin g to the countably infinite character 
group G, UI V, has Lebesgue maximal spectral type and this concludes the proof of the 
theorem. 
@. AFFINE TRANSFORMATIOSS OF MLXIANIFOLDS 
Throughout this section A will denote an automorphism of a connected, simply con- 
nected, nilpotent Lie group N and D will denote a uniform discrete subgroup of N (N/D 
is compact), such that AD = D. The affine transformation TX = aAs where a E N induces 
an affine transformation T(xD) = aA( of N/D onto itself. N/D is called a nilmanzyold. 
There is a unique left invariant normalised Bore1 measure m defined on N/D (m(gE) = m(E) 
for all g E N and all Bore1 sets E c N/D.) Consequently T preserves HI (mT-‘E = mE for 
Bore1 subsets E of N/D). 
Let 
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be the lower central series of N, i.e. 
N’ = [N, N], N’+l = [S’, N]. 
T induces an affine transformation on each of the nilmanifolds 
N/A-’ . D = (N/N’)/(N’ . D/iV’). 
(N’ . D/N’ is a uniform discrete subgroup of N/N’.) Let U be the continuous unitary 
*‘-I representation of Z n h defined by (U9f)(x) =f(xg), g E Z n N’-‘, x = y DE N/D 
f E L’(N/D), where Z is the centre of N. (Z 2 Nk.) Note that xg = gx E IV/D when g E Z 
since Z is the centre. Z n A-‘-’ n D is a uniform discrete subgroup of Z n Nn-l and since 
U,f=fforgEZn~~-~-‘nD,ZniV”-’ acts as a compact (abelian) group on L’(iV/D), 
i.e. U induces a representation of Z n N-“/Z n Nk-’ n D which we denote by the same 
symbol. 
Notice that if g E NkU1 n Z and x = y D E N/D then T(xg) = T(x)r(g) where 7 is the 
restriction of A to Nk-’ n 2. Since A(Nk-’ nZn D)=Nk-‘nZn D, 5 induces an 
automorphism, which we also denote by t, on the compact group 
(Nk-’ n Z)/(Nk-’ n Z n 0). 
We see, therefore, that Tis a G extension oftype T. Similar remarks apply to the compact 
group NkINk n D 2: Nk D/D. 
In the following theorem the condition that A is unipotent means &!, is unipotent or, 
equivalently that the map B[y) = Ay . y-l satisfies B”(y) = e for some positive integer n. 
THEOREM 3. If T is an ergodic a$fine transformation of a nilmanfoId N/D(T(gD) = 
aA(g where A is unipotent, then UT has countable Lebesgrie spectrum in the orthocomple- 
ment of the space spanned by eigenfknctions. 
Proof. In [2] we showed that the eigen functions of U, factor through N/N’ . D, i.e. 
eigenfunctions are N’ . D invariant. N/N’ + D is a torus and it is known[5], [6] that 
either U, restricted to N/N’ . D has countable spectrum in the orthocomplement of the 
space spanned by eigenfunctions, or this orthocomplement is trivial. It suffices therefore to 
show that U, has countable Lebesgue spectrum in the orthocomplement of the space of 
functions which factor through N/N’ . D. We shall prove this by induction. Suppose that 
U, restricted to N/N’ . D has countable Lebesgue spectrum in the orthocomplement of the 
space of functions which factor through N/N1 . D. We have to show that U, has countable 
Lebesgue spectrum in the orthocomplement of the space of functions which factor through 
N/N’ . D. By replacing N by N/N’+’ and D by N”‘. DjNlf’ so that (N/N’+‘)‘+’ = e we 
can assume without loss of generality, that I = Ic where Nk 3 + Nk+’ = e. Our problem then 
is to show that U, has countable Lebesgue spectrum in the orthocomplement of the space 
of functions which factor through N/Nk . D. 
We have seen that the representation U of Nkf’ n 2 restricted to Nk acts as a compact 
abelian group and consequently L’(N/D) = 0, V, where UV, = r,:,, U, V, = V,7 and the 
summation is over the characters of Nk which annihilate N’ n D (alternatively the summa- 
tion is over the characters of Nk/Nk n 0). It is easy to see, since 7 is unipotent, that for each 
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character 7 either yr = 7, or 77" # 'J for n + 0. IffE I:, where ~7 # 7 Corollary 1 shows that 
f has Lebesgue type. We have to show that if yr = 7 , 7 $ 1, then c’r 1 V, has countable 
Lebesgue spectrum. 
By factoring out by kernel ‘J there is no loss in generality in assuming Nk is one- 
dimensional, which we will do. We now use the perhaps larger group N”-’ n Z.Again the 
representation U of iV’-l n 2 acts as a compact abelian group and 
v, = @.,, I$ 
where I’;. = {f~ V,:f(xg) = y’(g)f(x)} and the summation is over characters of Nk-’ n 2 
(which annihilate Nk-’ n Z n 0) which restrict to 7 on Nk. Once again iffE P’iP where 
~'7 # y', f has Lebesgue spectrum. We have to show that for each y’ such that $7 = y', 
U, \ V;, has Lebesgue maximal spectral type. 
Let H be the connected component of the kernel of y’. Since H and Nk are vector 
subgroups of Nk-’ n Z (Nk is one dimensional) and y does not annihilate Nk, we see that 
H n N” = e. If Z(N/H) denotes the centre of N/H then Z(N/H) n (P/‘-‘/H) = Z’/H where 
Z’ = {g E N“-’ : gyg-‘y-’ E H for all y E N} 
= {gENk-l:gyg-ly-’ E H n Nk = e for y E iv> 
= Nk-’ n Z. 
Therefore Z(N/N) n (N”-l/H) = (Nk-’ n Z)/H. 
However the latter group is one-dimensional and therefore (Nk-’ n Z)/H = Nk. H/H. 
In other words, by replacing N by N/H if necessary, we may assume that Z n Nk-’ = 
N” and Nk is one-dimensional. To show that U,j I’;* has Lebesgue maxima1 spectral type 
it will suffice to show that Tis a G-stable extension where 
G = Nk. D/D ‘v (Z n Nk-‘)/(Z n NkM1 n 0). 
For g E Nk we wiI1 show that there exists b E N”-’ such that baA(.x)g = aA( i.e. that 
the image of the map from Nk-’ to itself which sends b to aA(b)a-‘b-’ contains N’. 
It is not difficult to see that the alternative, since Nk is one-dimensional, is that 
aA(b)a-‘6-l = e whenever 6-‘&b) E Nk-’ n Z = Nk. We shall obtain a contradiction 
from this alternative. Suppose aA = da whenever (i E Nk-’ n D and d-‘Ad E Nk n D. 
Let y E N, then since Tis minimal [2] there exists cI~ E D and a sequence of positive integers 
m, such that aA * . . A”‘(a)d,, -+ y. 
Hence, if dE N”-’ n D and d-‘AdE N” n D so that aA = da, we have daA(a) -a- 
A’“-(n)d” --f dy. But d&(a). . . A”Q)d, = nA(du)A’(a) -. . A”‘“(a)d,, = aA(a . Amn(u),4mn+1 
(d)d, and since Ad = dd, where d, E Nk n D (A is the identity on Nk) we have A”““d = d 
(d,)““. 
Therefore A”-’ ‘(d)d” = d(dl)mnd” = dd,(dJ’, = d” de, where e, E Nk n D i.e. aA *. . 
A”“(n)d” de,, + dy or yde, --t dy. 
Hence e, is ultimately a constant sequence and ydy-‘d-l E Nk n D ford-‘Ad E Nk n D, 
d E Nk-’ n D and all y E N. However, this means that ydy-‘d-’ = e under these conditions 
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since the image of the map y-+yliy-‘d-i must be connected. In other words, whenever 
do iVk-i n D then d belongs to the centre when d-‘iid belongs to the centre. However, 
since A is unipotent some iteration of the map n+ d -‘Adsends dto the centre. We conclude, 
therefore, that Nk-’ n D is central and hence N k-1 is central, which means that Nk = e 
contradicting the definition of k. 
s3. SILF-LOn’S 
In this section, we prove a theorem first proved by Leon Green. The proof is similar to 
that of Theorem 3 but some of the difficulties of that proof do not arise. It will be clear that 
the proof which we present could also be adapted to provide a simpler proof of Theorem 3 
for the special case when the affine transformation is a simple translation. Throughout this 
section T, will denote the flow 7’,(xD) = z(,xD on a nilmanifold N/D where rt is a one- 
parameter subgroup of N. Such a flow is called a nilflow. 
We are grateful to the referee for pointing out that Theorems 3 and 4 have a common 
algebraic foundation vvhich lies in the fact that a unipotent affine transformation of a nil- 
potent Lie group can be embedded in a one-parameter group of unipotent affines. However, 
the uniform discrete group will not (in general) be preserved by such a flow and for this 
reason we have presented the theorems separately. The essential ideas of these theorems 
are contained in the proof of Theorem 4 and the separate presentation of this theorem may 
well help in an understanding of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. An ergodic nilf7ow T, has countable Lebesgue spectrum in the orthocomple- 
ment of the space spanned by eigenfknctions, if this orthocomplernent is non-trivial, i.e. if T, 
is not afrow on a torus. 
Proof. It was shown in [3], [2] that the eigenfunctions of U, span the functions of 
L.(N/D) which factor through N/N’D. It will suffice, therefore, to show that, if N/D is not 
a torus, U, has countable Lebesgue spectrum in the orthocomplement of the functions which 
factor through N/N1 D. As in the proof of Theorem 3, the problem ultimately reduces to 
proving that U, has countable Lebesgue spectrum in the orthocomplement of the space of 
functions which factor through N/Nk. D where N” XI Nkf’ = e. 
The representation of Nk acts as a compact abelian group and therefore 
L’(N/D) = 0, l’, 
where the summation is over the characters of Nk which annihilate N” n D. Clearly T, is 
a flow of G maps where G = Nk/Nk n D is compact abelian. By Theorem 2 it will suffice 
to show that T, is G-stable mod kernel y. By factoring out by kernel y we may assume that 
Nk is one-dimensional. If gr is a one-parameter subgroup of N’ we will show that there 
exists b E Nk-’ such that for t E R, br, x = gt z, bx. In other words, we have to show that 
the one-parameter subgroup br, b-‘z_ t of Nk coincides with {gr) for some b E Nk-‘. 
Since Nk is one-dimensional we need only show that the map b + 62, b-‘z_, (for some 
t E R) of Nk-’ to Nk does not annihilate Nk-‘. For then {b,r,b;‘xC} = N” where {b,) 
is a one-parameter group passin g through 6. Let us assume the alternative, that br, = CL, b 
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for all t E R and all b E LVk- *. Since T, is minimal [3], [2] for every y E i?i there exists (ri,) c D 
and a sequence t(n) such that zrcn,~” -+ y. Hence, if d E A-k-l n D, c/x~(~)CI, = z,(,,) dd, = 
urCnj rl,de, + dy where e, E Nk n D. Therefore, yde, + (1,~ and e, is ultimately a constant 
sequence. Hence ydy-‘d-’ E Nk n D for all y E N, d E N’-’ n D ar,d therefore ydy-‘d-’ = 
e since the image of the map y -+ydy-‘d-l must be connected. In other words, d is central 
when do iVk-’ n D. Hence Nk-’ IS central and Nk = e contradicting the definition of k. 
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